Abstract. In this note, we first observe that the Morshedi-Tapia interpretation of the Karmarkar algorithm naturally offers an extension of the Karmarkar subproblem scaling to problems with free variables. We then note that this extended scaling is precisely the scaling suggested by Mitchell and Todd for problems with free variables. Mitchell and Todd gave no motivation for or justification of this extended scaling.
Introduction
Morshedi and Tapia (Ref. 1) argued that the Karmarkar algorithm (Ref. 2) for linear programming can be viewed as an example of the steepest descent method applied to the equality constrained nonlinear program that results when the technique of squared-slack substitution is applied to the Karmarkar standard-form linear program. In this standard form, the only inequality constraints are nonnegativity constraints on the variables. If some of the variables are allowed to be free, then the technique of squared-slack substitution dictates that they not be replaced by squared slacks.
The Morshedi-Tapia steepest descent interpretation of the Karmarkar algorithm naturally speaks to this more general problem. In fact, it says that the free variables should be assigned a scaling of one and the remaining variables be assigned the scale used in Karmakar's algorithm. This is precisely the extended scaling suggested by Mitchell and Todd (Ref.
3) with no justification; see rescaled Problem/~, Page 32, Ref. 3. While this extension of the Karmarkar scaling to problems with free variables is not difficult to conjecture and some authors consider it natural without motivation, it is satisfying that we have motivated it in at least one manner.
Morshedi-Tapia Equivalence Result
Consider the Karmarkar standard form linear program min cTx, 
where y2 is shorthand notation for (Yl,Y22 2 ..... y])r. Similarly, x/% will denote the corresponding expression. Then, they considered the method of weighted 2-norm steepest descent (weighted gradient) on problem (2). Specifically, for a given iterate x, strictly feasible with respect to problem (1), they let y=x/~ and
